INTRODUCTION
The concept of Area Navigation (RNAV) has been widely used and developed in aviation over the last 40 years. RNAV
was broadly based on the use of fixed ground beacons (VOR and DME) and supplemented with Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS) for longer range operations. However, in recent years the introduction of space based navigation systems
(e.g. GPS) has greatly increased the scope of what can be achieved by RNAV systems. Indeed, airspace design and
aviation legislation has struggled to keep up with the advances made in these technologies. Consequently, in 2008 ICAO
introduced the concept of Performance Based Navigation (PBN) to bring commercial aviation in line with advancing
technology.
As satellite navigation accuracy and integrity has improved, it has allowed the accuracy of RNAV to be extended to
instrument approaches. For many years all instrument approaches were exclusively flown using ground based radio aids
and fell into 2 clear categories: Precision and Non-precision approaches. Now, with the introduction of RNAV/RNP
approaches this distinction between the two basic categories of approach has become less clear to crews.
The aim of this document is bring flight crews up to date with the ICAO concept of PBN and in particular to establish some
context between the various RNAV/RNP based approaches. With the introduction of the PBN concept and the
advancement of satellite navigation the terminology and scope of area navigation has increased greatly. It can be difficult
for crews to keep up with the changing technology and techniques.
Clearly, this subject can be as complicated as you may want it to be; however, this guide will aim to keep the subject simple
and generic (nothing type specific) so that the general concept can be developed.

AREA N
NAVIGA
ATION
Area Navigation
N
(RNAV) usess VOR, DME, INS and GN
NSS(GPS) to establish an accuratee aircraft po
osition for usse by
the airc
craft's Flight Managemen
nt System (F
FMS). The acccuracy required for this RNAV
R
techn ique has dep
pended on th
he
airspac
ce in which yyou flew and was describ
bed by the Re
equired Nav
vigation Perrformance (R
RNP).
For flying en-route this was refe
erred to as Basic
B
Area N
Navigation (B-RNAV) an
nd required a typical RNP
P of 5. In othe
er
words,, the RNAV ssystem was required
r
to maintain
m
an acccuracy of 5N
NM for at lea
ast 95% of thee time. RNAV
V departuress and
arrivals
s required m
more precision
n (P-RNAV) and would tyypically need
d an RNP of 1.
Forgett about the te
erms B-RNA
AV and P-RNAV, they are
e not used anymore!
a

PERF
FORMA
ANCE BA
ASED NAVIGAT
N
TION (P
PBN)
The inttroduction off PBN by ICA
AO in 2008 ha
as changed tthe terminolo
ogy used in Area
A
Navigatiion (and this, understand
dably,
can lea
ad to some cconfusion witth crews). No
ow the term ““RNP” is use
ed differently to the descrription above
e.
RNAV and RNP es
ssentially mean
m
the sam
me thing, bu
ut with one main
m
differenc
ce: RNAV reffers to the arrea navigatio
on
techniq
que as descrribed above. However, RN
NP now mea
ans the same
e navigational technique aas RNAV, butt with the add
dition
of an on-board
o
mo
onitoring an
nd alerting system
s
to mo
onitor the inttegrity and ac
ccuracy of thhe system. This on-board
d
monito
oring has bee
en made possible with the
e use of satelllite navigatio
on technology (e.g. GPS)). An example
e of this on-b
board
monito
oring would b
be RAIM (Re
emote Auton
nomous Inte
egrity Monitoring). So airspace that requires are
ea navigation
n
uld be using an RNP sys
techniq
ques with on
n-board mon
nitoring and
d alerting wou
stem and com
mplying with RNP
specifications. If no
o on-board monitoring
m
is required fo
or a specific airspace the
en area naviggation can be
e achieved by
b an
RNAV system and complying with
w RNAV specificationss.
PBN airspace
a
is n
now divided into two spe
ecifications,, RNAV spec
cification an
nd RNP speccification. Each
E
of these
e
specifications are ffurther divide
ed, depending
g on the accu
uracy require
ed. For example, airspacee requiring 4N
NM accuracyy and
an RNP system will be designatted RNP4; co
onversely, ai rspace requiiring an accuracy of 10NM
M and an RNAV system would
w
be des
signated RNA
AV10. The ch
hart below summarizes tthis:

So
ource: Eurocon
ntrol, 2013, Intro
oducing Perform
mance Based Navigation
N
(PBN)
N) and Advancedd RNP (A-RNP)).

The RN
NP values in
n red show th
he additions to
t the RNP sspecification in 2013 to in
ndicate how qquickly this concept
c
is
develo
oping. It could
d also be notted from the above table that the PBN
N concept no
ot only coverrs terminal an
nd en-route area
a
area navigattion, but also
naviga
ation techniqu
ues, as did conventional
c
o extends to the approachh phases of flight. Previo
ously
instrum
ment approacches have on
nly been ach
hievable by u
using ground based radio
o aids (ILS, V
VOR, NDB ettc..).
Today, approachess can be flow
wn using on-b
board area n
navigation sy
ystems to the RNP speciffication (are
ea navigation
n with
on-boa
ard monitorin
ng and alertin
ng), this is kn
nown as an R
RNP APCH.

RN
NP APCH
The IC
CAO PBN con
ncept allows for instrume
ent approach
hes to be flow
wn using RNP systems. R
RNP systems
s are a
develo
opment of RN
NAV systemss with the ad
ddition of on
n-board monitoring and
d alerting of tthe system (ffor example
RAIM). These on-b
board monito
oring systems
s are genericcally known as
a Aircraft Based
B
Augm
mentation Sy
ystems (ABA
AS)
and us
se satellite in
nformation to monitor the performance
e and integrity of the RNP
P system andd alert the crrew if it is not
perform
ming correctlly.
It is wo
orth noting att this point th
hat this is where some co
onfusion can creep in. These approacches are RNP approaches.
Howev
ver, due to le
egacy reason
ns they appear on Jeppessen charts as 'RNAV' approaches (foor example RNAV
R
(GNSS
S)).
They are
a not 'RNAV
V' approache
es, but RNP system apprroaches thatt have been confusingly
c
nnamed on the chart.
All cha
arts are eventually to be renamed
r
more correctly tto (for examp
ple) ‘RNP RW
WY 15’, insteead of the current format. This
will brin
ng all charts in line with th
he PBN conc
cept. Howeve
er, this is only
y mandated for
f Decembeer 2022 and until
u then you
u can
expectt to see the vvariety of nam
ming formats
s for RNP Ap
pproaches co
ontinuing. At the time of w
writing only 25
2 airports in the
world had
h adopted the new nam
ming format.

Below is an examp
ple of the new
w chart naming conventio
on to be implemented by December 22022:

RNP appro
oaches are designated
d
R
RNP APCH and
a can be su
ub-divided ass follows:

RNP APCH LN
NAV
These approachess are flown ussing horizon
ntal guidanc
ce only, there
e is no vertical guidancce. This apprroach would be
flown as
a a NPA using a vertical mode (VS fo
or example) a
and the CDF
FA technique. Horizontal gguidance is given
g
by the FMS
(with GPS
G
as the navigation mo
ode) and the approach is flown to LNA
AV minimums. This is a N
NPA and the vertical portion of
the approach would
d be expecte
ed to be flown using a CD
DFA techniqu
ue; because of this the m inimums are
e shown as DA(H)
D
on the Jeppesen charts and cre
ews should add
a 50ft to avvoid undersh
hooting the DA(H)
D
in casee of going arround at the
minimu
um.

RNP APC
CH LNAV
V/VNAV
This ty
ype of RNP a
approach use
es horizonta
al guidance from the FM
MS, the same
e as for a RN
NP APCH LN
NAV, but also
o
provid
des vertical g
guidance. The
T vertical guidance usess the barometric verticall channel to pproduce the vertical
v
guida
ance.
The FM
MS uses the altitude/heig
ght of the FA
AF and the ru
unway touchd
down point and 'draws' a line between the two points.
This prrofile could b
be flown in th
he VGP/VNA
AV mode (typ
pe-specific). As
A the vertica
al profile is bbased on barrometric data
a it is
subjec
ct to the usua
al errors we associate
a
witth a baromettric system (rremember the errors of aan altimeter?), in particula
ar
tempe
erature errorr. Some apprroach plates will state tha
at the approa
ach should not be flown bbelow a certa
ain temperatture:

As the FMS vertica
al profile on
n RNP approa
aches must never be ad
djusted man
nually, manuual temperatu
ure compensation
cannott be used and the temperrature limitattion on the ch
hart must be observed. However,
H
if yo
your aircraft has
h an in-built
temperature compe
ensation cap
pability then this
t
may be u
utilized to allow the appro
oach to be floown below th
he charted
temperature limitattion, provided
d that the airrcraft manufa
acturer’s instructions for the
t use of BA
ARO-VNAV functions
f
are
e
followe
ed. The temp
perature com
mpensation fu
unction mustt also be auth
horized by th
he appropriatte Air Naviga
ation Service
Provider (ANSP).
The re
eason is that for temperattures down to
o -15°C the m
more simple formula of “4
4% per 10°C
C deviation from ISA” will be
accura
ate enough. F
For temperattures lower th
han that a m ore precise formula
f
has to
t be used aand that can only
o
be done
e with
the help of in-built ttemperature limitation functions.
Should
d the tempera
ature be belo
ow the charte
ed minimum a
and your FMS cannot com
mpensate thee temperaturre, all is NOT
T lost:
you ca
an always falll back to RNP
P APCH LNA
AV and contrrol the vertica
al profile of th
he approach with a standard vertical mode
m
like VS
S. Don’t forge
et to correctt the final ap
pproach altittude, interm
mediate chec
ck altitudes and the min
nimum for
tempe
erature errorrs.

Despite providing vvertical guida
ance, the acc
curacy of thiss approach is
s not good en
nough to ma ke it equivale
ent to a Preccision
Approa
ach; howeve
er, it does nott fall into the NPA categorry either. Acc
cordingly, RN
NP LNAV/VN
NAV is also known
k
as an APV
approa
ach (APproa
ach with Verttical Guidanc
ce). In fact, a
as it uses a barometric
b
ve
ertical chann el, it is called
d an APV (Baro)
approa
ach. Minimum
ms are given
n as a DA/DH
H on the Jepp
pesen chart. (Note: there
e is no requirrement to add 50ft to the
charted
d minimums as the appro
oach provide
es vertical gu
uidance).

RNP
P APCH LP
L
RNP approach
a
witth Performan
nce (LP). This approach requires extra equipmen
nt on-board the aircraftt known as Sp
pace
Based
d Augmentattion System
m (SBAS) or Wide Area A
Augmentation System (WAAS).
(
This eq
quipment improves the accuracy
a
of th
he GNSS inp
put to the RN
NP system an
nd so the horrizontal guidance is similar to
that prrovided by the localizer on an ILS.
How does
d
SBAS w
work? SBAS
S is a system
m that compriises of a series of ground
d based sateellite receiverrs. Each site is
accura
ately surveye
ed, so when a GNSS (e.g
g. GPS) signa
al is received
d by the grou
und station, tthe difference
e in the rece
eived
GNSS position is ccompared to the accurate
ely surveyed position. The position error
e
is sentt to a central processing
g
station
n and then trransmitted to
t a geostattionary sate llite, which in turn re-transmits the eerror to the aircraft.
a
The
on-boa
ard SBAS re
eceiver proccesses this errror signal to produce a ve
ery accurate GPS positioon to the aircrraft's RNP syystem
as well as improved integrity monitoring
m
info
ormation.

Vertica
al guidance
e for RNP AP
PCH LP is no
ot provided, sso it is a NPA
A and a CDF
FA techniquee is expected to be flown;
conseq
quently, minimums will be
e shown as a DA(H) on th
he Jeppesen
n chart and crews need too add 50ft to the minima. This
would require an autopilot mod
de such as Ve
ertical Speed
d or Path to fly
f the vertica
al profile.

RNP
P APCH LPV
L
RNP approach,
a
Localizer Perfo
ormance with
h Vertical guid
dance (LPV)). This approa
ach also requuires an SBA
AS receiver to be
installe
ed on-board the aircraft. The
T approac
ch uses the im
mproved acc
curacy and in
ntegrity of thee SBAS sign
nal to provide
e
horizon
ntal guidance
e equivalent to the accuracy of a loca
alizer, but als
so provides vertical guiidance. Hence, this apprroach
is also sometimes called an AP
PV SBAS approach. Inste
ead of using barometric altitude/heigh
a
ht to calculatte the vertica
al
profile (as in the AP
PV (Baro) ap
pproach) the LPV approacch uses the GPS
G
vertical channel. Thhe GPS vertic
cal position of
o the
Final Approach
A
Point (FAP) and the touchd
down point prrovides a nottional (geometric) glidepaath. There arre a few
advanttages to usin
ng the GPS vertical
v
positiion as oppossed to the ba
arometric pos
sitions:
1) tha
anks to the S
SBAS correcttions, the GP
PS vertical po
osition is mo
ore accurate
e than the baarometric
error
2) the
e GPS verticcal position does not suffe
er from the e
errors that aff
ffect a barom
metric system
m and so no temperature
t
corrections/limitation for the
e vertical pro
ofile of the ap
pproach apply (DA(H) still needs to bee temp-comp
pensated!).
Conse
equently, an R
RNP LPV ap
pproach, although not tecchnically considered a pre
ecision approoach, can prrovide similarr
accura
acy and perfo
ormance as an
a ILS. Minim
mums are sh
hown as DA(H) on the Jeppesen charrt and there is no requirement
to add 50ft.

The diffferent typess of RNP app
proaches can
n be summarrd as follows:

Reme
ember: if yo
our type of approach does
d
not prrovide any vertical guidance, youu better add 50ft to yo
our
DA(H) as it will a
avoid you undershooti
u
ing the min
nimum altitu
ude(height)) when goinng around at
a decision
altitud
de(height).

RNP
P (AR) AP
PCH
RNP APCH,
A
Autho
orization Req
quired. These
e approache s are a deve
elopment from
m RNP APCH
H.
Before
e you can fly tthese approa
aches a spec
cific authoriza
ation by the authority for an operator is required. The
T authorizzation
will req
quire that the
e operator will need to me
eet additiona
al aircraft and
d flight crew requirementss in terms off quality and
training
g. This is som
metimes refe
erred to in the
e US as Spe
ecial Aircraft and Aircrew Authorizatioon Required (SAAR).
(
RNP (A
AR) approacches provide a high level of navigation
nal performa
ance (accuracies from 0.33 to 0.1nm) and
a will allow
w
curved
d approachess to be flown to low minim
mums. The a
approaches are
a designed for use wheen a direct ap
pproach is no
ot
operationally possible. Clearly, this kind of approach
a
can
n provide big advantages
s to operatorss that routine
ely fly to remo
ote or
mounta
ainous VFR--only airportss where there
e are no app
proach aids. For
F example, one could iimagine the operational
o
a
and
comme
ercial advanttages of bein
ng able to fly to CAT 1 m inimums at LSZS
L
(Samedan) during tthe ski seaso
on.
Once again,
a
these approachess are slightly confusingly llabelled on th
he Jeppesen
n charts. Theey are RNP approaches
a
(
(not
RNAV, as on-board
d monitoring is required); however, th
he charts are
e currently labelled as RN
NAV(RNP) as
s shown belo
ow.

As exp
plained in Ch
hapter 4, the naming conv
vention for R
RNP (AR) approaches is also
a
mandatted to change
e by Decemb
ber
example of the
2022. Below is an e
t new PBN
N naming con
nvention:

Note the
t minima
a label on a RNP (AR)) APCH:

RN
NP GBAS
S
Groun
nd Based Au
ugmentation
n System (GBAS) is a syystem that is used to provide a correcttion, or error, to GNSS sig
gnals
in the vicinity
v
of an airport.
The GN
NSS receive
ers on the gro
ound at an airrport comparre the accura
ately surveye
ed position off the antenna
a on the ground to
the pos
sition indicatted by GNSS
S. This error signal is then
n broadcastt directly to aircraft usin
ng a VHF sig
gnal. Thus th
he
aircraftt can have a very accura
ate updated GNSS
G
positio
on with good
d integrity. GB
BAS works oout to a relatively short ra
ange
(typica
ally 23nm) an
nd allows RN
NP GBAS app
proaches to be flown to Cat
C I, and eventually Cat II and III, pre
ecision appro
oach
minima
a. GBAS hass demonstratted accuracy
y of less than
n 1 meter botth horizontally and verticaally. RNP GB
BAS approacches
can als
so be called GBAS Land
ding System
ms (GLS).

The nu
umber of RNP GBAS app
proaches in the
t US contin
nues to grow
w steadily. As
s of 2017 theere are currently 4 airportts in
Europe
e with an app
proved GBAS
S station; the
ey are Breme
en/EDDW, Malaga/LEMG
M
G, Frankfurt//EDDF and Zurich/LSZH.
Z
.

CONCLUSION
Concluding this document, flight crew shall take away the following key points: PBN terms have changed since the
introduction of area navigation, e.g. “B-RNAV” and “P-RNAV” do not exist anymore.
Navigation performance is now categorized as
 RNAV (unmonitored accuracy)
 RNP (monitored accuracy)
Approach procedures now provide a variety of options, depending on onboard and ground equipment. All users of RNP
approach procedures need to be aware that approach charts are confusingly named. The only correct header shall be
“RNP”, but many are still named “RNAV (GNSS)”, “RNAV (GPS)” or “RNAV (RNP)”, although they are RNP approaches,
not RNAV approaches. Until 2022 all charts will be named the same and you can expect wrong chart titles until then.
Some approaches base their vertical path on barometric altitudes and are therefore susceptible to classic altimeter errors
due to temperature errors and incorrect pressure settings. Caution has to be exercised, approach plates need to be
checked for temperature limitations.
The above is the case for LNAV (horizontal guidance only, add 50ft to your minimum) and LNAV/VNAV (horizontal and
vertical guidance) approaches. An On-Board Monitoring System, such as RAIM, is required.
When you are facing an RNP LP (horizontal guidance only, add 50ft to your minimum) or LPV approach (horizontal and
vertical guidance), temperatures won’t have any effect on your vertical path, because these are geometric approaches,
where your altitude and path are determined by GPS. Its precision comes from a Satellite Based Augmentation
Systems (SBAS/WAAS) that corrects for signal errors.
Furthermore there are RNP AR approaches into special places or with special paths, for which an Authorization is
Required (training etc.).
Finally you may come along RNP GBAS approaches or GLS (GBAS Landing Systems), where a Ground Based
Augmentation System sends you a correction signal directly, when tuned to the right frequency. GBAS approaches
provide excellent precision like ILS CAT1 approaches, or better.

Carrying this information over to your flight simulator cockpit, you will need to know how to load the relevant procedures
from your FMC database, prepare your approach and then finally execute it. Depending on your aircraft type, you may set
your altitude selector down to your minimum, threshold elevation or missed approach altitude. In most cases the missed
approach altitude will be set to avoid inadvertent level-offs during the approach, but some avionics may not let you descend
as long as the altitude selected is equal or higher than your current altitude.
Another good idea is to NOT fly directly to your FAF (final approach fix), but intercept the final approach path (centerline) at
least 3 NM prior to the FAF or go direct to another WPT (waypoint) prior to your FAF. Some planes need a lineup of at least
2 NM to be established on the centerline before descending.

So, please go and find out for aircraft you fly on your FS, practice those approaches, actively request them from ATC.
Don’t be surprised if ATC initially has no clue what “RNP approach runway xx” means, you may have to tell from “RNAV
GPS approach”, because of all the confusing naming conventions.
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TERMINOLOGY
RNAV

Area Navigation

Required accuracy of position during 95% of the time, level of
accuracy depends on airspace and procedures.
Accuracy NOT monitored.

RNP

Required Navigation Performance

Required accuracy of position during 95% of the time, level of
accuracy depends on airspace and procedures.
Accuracy IS monitored by on-board equipment.

PBN

Performance Based Navigation

Airspace that is defined as PBN allows either RNAV or RNP

B-RNAV

Basic Area Navigation

An outdated term when RNAV was new, it described an accuracy
of 5 NM during 95% of the time. Not used anymore!

P-RNAV

Precision Area Navigation

An outdated term when RNAV was new, it described an accurary
of 1 NM during 95% of the time. Not used anymore!

ABAS

Aircraft Based Augmentation
System

Onboard systems monitor position data and warn the crew if an
error is suspected. RAIM is one those systems

RAIM

Receiver Autonomous Integrity
Monitoring

GPS receivers monitor incoming position data and can determine
faulty data

SBAS/WAAS

Satellite Based Augmentation
System/Wide Area Augmentation
System

Position errors are measured by ground stations and broadcast to
aircraft through a specialized satellite

GBAS

Ground Based Augmentation
System

Position errors are measured by ground stations and broadcast
directly to aircraft in their area by VHF communication

APV (Baro)

Approach with Vertical Guidance

e.g. LNAV/VNAV approach, it provides guidance for both a the
horizontal as well the vertical path, like an ILS. It is based no
barometric measurements and requires corrections for low
temperatures

NPA

Non-Precision Approach

An approach that provides horizontal guidance only, the vertical
profile has to be achieved manually by crew

CDFA
technique

Continuous Descent Final
Approach technique

Approaches without vertical guidance should be flown in such a
manner that achieves a continuous descent profile to avoid large
changes in vertical profile, pitch and power

RNP APCH LP

Localizer Performance

This approach requires SBAS and provides horizontal guidance
only, achieves the precision of a classical localizer

RNP APCH LPV Localizer Performance with
Vertical Guidance

This approach requires SBAS and provides both horizontal and
vertical guidance, achieves the precision of a classical ILS. Due to
its geometrical setup it does not suffer from temperature errors

